
Pronouns

Put a circle around all of the pronouns in this box. Underline all of the nouns. 

me smiling Miranda cave

mountain Gran it they

hers digger dragon mine

your them clever us

For each sentence, underline the noun and circle the pronoun that it has been replaced with. 
Look at the example:

1. Now Guster knew for sure that he was facing an army.

2. Guster paddled with his back legs.

3. “Yuck,” said Guster to himself.

4. Miranda grabbed her boots.

5. Gran wrapped a long, striped scarf around Miranda’s neck, then gently teased her frizzy 
hair loose.

Green plants swayed to music that only they could hear.

I can choose nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and to avoid repetition.
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Pronouns

Put a circle around all of the pronouns in this box, underline all of the nouns and draw a box 
around the proper nouns. 

me smiling Miranda cave

mountain Gran it they

hers digger dragon mine

your them clever us

For each sentence, underline the noun and circle the pronoun that it has been replaced with.  
You may need to use more than one colour for some sentences. Look at the example:

1. Now Guster knew for sure that he was facing an army.

2. Gran wrapped a long, striped scarf around Miranda’s neck, then gently teased her frizzy 
hair loose.

3.  Guster arranged the branch so that it covered his head and back.

4. “Yuck,” said Guster to himself. He felt a bit sick. 

5. Guster grinned to himself at the thought of a hundred petrified humans running in fear 
while he swooped overhead. 

Now see if you can change some of the nouns to pronouns in these sentences, to make the 
meaning clearer.

Gran was so stout, Gran looked as if a gale couldn’t knock Gran over. Miranda was almost as 
tall as Gran already.

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                     

Green plants swayed to music that only they could hear.

I can choose nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and to avoid repetition.
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Pronouns

Put a circle around all of the pronouns in this box, underline all of the nouns and draw a box 
around the possessive pronouns. 

hers smiling Miranda cave

mountain Gran it they

your them dragon mine

 
For each sentence, underline the noun and circle the pronoun that it has been replaced with.  
You may need to use more than one colour for some sentences.

1. Now Guster knew for sure that he was facing an army.

2. Gran wrapped a long, striped scarf around Miranda’s neck, then gently teased her frizzy 
hair loose.

3.  Guster arranged the branch so that it covered his head and back.

4. “Yuck,” said Guster to himself. He felt a bit sick. 

5. Guster grinned to himself at the thought of a hundred petrified humans running in fear 
while he swooped overhead.

 
Choose a colour for Miranda and a colour for Gran. Colour in the nouns and pronouns to show 
which person they are referring to.

Gran wrapped a long, striped scarf around Miranda’s neck, then gently teased her frizzy hair 
loose. “Unless a dragon gets you, mind!”

“If I met a dragon, I wouldn’t let him eat me,” declared Miranda defiantly.

“Wouldn’t you now?” said Gran, putting her hands on her hips. Gran was so stout, she looked 
as if a gale couldn’t knock her over. Miranda was almost as tall as her already.

“No, I wouldn’t,” said Miranda, kneeling to tie her purple boots. Miranda liked her monthly 
visits to Gran’s. Gran was the only person who would talk to her sensibly about dragons.

Challenge

Choose another colour for the dragon and colour in the appropriate words in the extract.

I can choose nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and to avoid repetition.
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